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friends rather than computer systems. Moreover, many mobile social network systems have emerged in the last few years, while mobile social recommender systems have just started.
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a heuristic approach to social network-based and context-aware mobile services recommendation (SCMSR) in order to recommend suitable mobile services for different mobile users in different contexts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that formally utilizes both mobile social network and multidimensional contextual mobile user preferences for mobile services recommender systems. Experimental results on a real data set show that SCMSR can significantly improve mobile services recommendation accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some related studies. Section 3 gives the problem formalization and the detailed description of our proposed approach. The experimental evaluation carried out on a real dataset is described in Section 4, while conclusions and future work are drawn in the last section.
Related works

Context-aware recommender systems
Recommender systems are traditionally based on a user-item 2-dimensional ratings matrix and focus on recommending the most relevant items to users taking no consideration of context. Adomavicius et al. [4] incorporate contextual information in recommender systems and formulate the context-aware recommender systems with a multidimensional space:
They also classify them into three types [5] : contextual pre-filtering, contextual post-filtering, and contextual modeling. The two former categories can use traditional 2D recommendation functions [6] , while the latter one gives rise to truly multidimensional recommendation functions. The contextual modeling approaches can also been divided heuristic/memory and model-based (such as factorization models, SVM and Bayesian-classifier) ones. Moreover, context-aware recommender systems can also been divided into the following categories [7] : context-aware collaborative filtering [8] , content-based context-aware recommender systems [9] and hybrid ones [10] . From the process-oriented view, the whole context-aware recommender systems contain four steps [7] : data collection, user preferences elicitation, contextual recommendations generation and evaluation/evolution. Although CARS is a new and an emerging area of recommender systems, it has found some applications in tourism, mobile multimedia provision, mobile services, internet of things, and contextual advertisement and so on.
Social recommender systems
There have been many studies on social recommender systems that utilize social network information in traditional recommender systems. There are two inputs: the social relationships matrix (representing the relationships between social users) and the ratings matrix (representing all the ratings given by users to items). The output is a matrix of predicted ratings that users would assign to items. Social recommender systems are usually classified into two categories: (1) heuristic/memory-based approaches (such as TidalTrust [11] , MoleTrust [12] and SONAR-based approach [13] ), and (2) model-based approaches (such as Trustwalker [14] , SocialMF [15] and SR [16] ). The former ones utilize neighborhood-based or heuristic methods to generate social recommendations; while the latter use the given user-user relationships and user-item ratings to train a compact model (such as random walk, matrix factorization or probabilistic models) and predict unknown ratings via this model. SRS will get more recognition in the years to come and change the way web users behave today.
Mobile services recommendation
The research about providing personalized mobile services based on users' preferences has been carried out by many researchers in recommendation systems [17] [18] [19] . Context-aware computing and mobile social network analysis has been two important issues to provide useful and relevant services to mobile users anytime and anywhere. For example, Yu et al. [10] investigate a context-aware recommender system for mobile multimedia content. Jung et al [19] explain the interactive discovery of social networks ontology, and show how to provide context-based services by using social networks among mobile users. Reference [20] proposes an agent-based framework for providing personalized mobile services based on context history, using both ontology and decision tree methods. Woerndl et al. [21] propose some general ideas for utilizing context to improve mobile recommender systems and experimentally show that social networks can be utilized to enhance recommendation accuracy. However, they don't combine context-aware and social-based recommendation. Zheng et al. [22] also model the user-location-activity relations in a tensor and develop a novel user-centered approach to mine knowledge from GPS trajectory data to make mobile recommendations on locations and activities.
To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive study on combining CARS and SRS for mobile services recommendation has been described so far. This is what this paper aims at.
A social network-based and context-aware mobile services recommendation approach
In this section, we first formulate the problem and then present our approach to incorporating mobile social network into context-aware recommendation model for recommending suitable mobile services to right users in different contexts.
Problem formalization
Traditional recommender systems are designed for two-mode problems, CARS for multi-mode problems and SRS for social network-based two-mode problems. The social network-based and context-aware mobile services recommender system in this paper is designed for social network-based multi-mode problems in mobile scenarios, which are formalized as follow:
Given two inputs: S is the set of mobile services and C represents context; Problems: How to predict the unknown contextual mobile user preferences or ratings for different mobile users to different mobile services under different contexts, and then recommend the right mobile services to the right user in the right context?
The heuristic-based SCMSR approach
Due to traditional nearest neighbor heuristic and social influence (especially in mobile scenarios), users tend to have similar interests with their nearest neighbors (either rating-based neighbors or direct social neighbors). In this section, we propose a heuristic approach to finding nearest neighbors for each mobile user and predicting the unknown ratings.
Find nearest neighbors
How to find nearest neighbors is a key step for heuristic-based recommender systems. In this paper, we give a three-step method based on both the multidimensional contextual user preferences vector and mobile social network relationships matrix.
(1) Calculate contextual rating-based similarities.
In traditional recommender systems, some classic similarity metrics (such as Cosine, Pearson and Manhattan [1] ) have been employed to compute the distance between two users. In this paper, we first propose an improved contextual Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate contextual rating-based similarity 
is the set of (mobile services, context) tuples which are co-rated by both users , we should also consider that different types of context have different impacts on user preferences [23] , which will be studied in our next research.
(2) Calculate indirect social trust scores. Mobile social networks provide intuitive evidence of trust relationships. If we can harvest this relational information and incorporate it into mobile recommender systems, we could obtain a more accurate representation of user trust relationships. In the other hand, cold start users are one of the most important challenges in RS. Using only the observed ratings or direct trust relationships does not allow alleviating such problem. The effect of using trust propagation gets more important for cold start users [15] . Here, we employ a heuristic method into the original mobile social network relationships matrix to calculate the indirect trust score between two mobile users who have no direct links (i.e., (3) Calculate a weighted distance between two users. Finally we employ a weighted combination method for calculating a hybrid similarity using both contextual rating-based similarity and social relationship distance as in
The parameter t , when the  is set to 1.0 or 0.0 respectively. Moreover, this parameter can be manually established by the user (e.g., some users may prefer the social network-based recommendations), or dynamically adapted by the recommender system. Finally, we use this combined similarity in finding neighbors for each user.
Predict unknown contextual mobile user preferences and generate mobile service recommendations
After finding nearest neighbors for active users, we then predict unknown ratings 
Experimental evaluation
In this section we report results of the experimental evaluation of our proposed approach. We describe the dataset used, baseline approaches and the evaluation measures. Finally, experimental results are analyzed.
Experimental setup
One of the bottlenecks to research in mobile services recommendation in general, and in social network-based context-aware mobile services recommendation in particular, has been the lack of publicly available datasets. In this section we first briefly introduce the dataset we use in our experiments, which is crawled, gathered and prepared for this research.
For this research, we crawled 100 mobile services from China Mobile Market (http://mm.10086.cn/). In order to answer the social-based and context-aware mobile services recommendation problem, we need to take consideration of user ratings that contain contextual information and mobile social network data. Since such data is not available in the existing systems, we are not able to use any publicly available data. Thus, we first invite 21 participants in our university as test users and ask them to provide their mobile communication records including mobile call detailed and SMS, which are used to calculate mobile users' direct trust scores based on the communication frequency [24] . We also map the users' trust scores region into interval [0, 1].We then release a questionnaire and ask the above participants to write their preferences to a part of the above 100 mobile services under the specific "time" context (i.e., morning, noon, afternoon, night). Ratings are integers ranging from 1 (dislike) to 5 (like). Besides, we also ask them to distribute questionnaires to their mobile friends who love mobile services in China Mobile Market. Finally, we obtain 53 users' questionnaires. After the necessary technological process of data processing and filtering, we select a list of 47 users, 100 mobile services and total 1031 non-contextual ratings and 2467 contextual ratings. The data set is divided into two parts: training set (80%) and test set (20%).
In order to show the performance improvement of our approaches (the basic social network-based mobile recommendation approach when  =0.0, the KNN-based context-aware recommendation approach when  =1.0 and fusion approaches when  is set to other values), we compare them with the traditional user-based collaborative filtering (CF) [1] , contextual pre-filtering [4] and the basic matrix SVD. Here, the traditional user-based CF and SVD are context-unaware baselines (related to non-contextual ratings), the social network-based mobile recommendation approach is employed to deal with social network relationships data and non-contextual ratings, while contextual pre-filtering and SCMSR for contextual ratings. For the two CF approaches, we set k =5 when finding k nearest neighbors from training dataset for each test user.
Evaluation measures
We evaluate the performance of our approaches with the following metrics: P@3 (precision at 3), MAP (mean average precision). Their definitions are as follows.
P@3 measures the relevance of the top 3 mobile services in the ranking results with respect to a given user in different contexts: To measure MAP we have to subjectively classify mobile services into relevant/irrelevant ones based on mobile user preferences. In our experiments, we define the mobile services as relevant ones when user ratings are above his/her average rating, and the others as irrelevant ones. To measure P@3, we define the mobile services as good ones when user ratings are above 4.
Experimental results
In this subsection we summarize and discuss the most important results (presented in Figure 1 and 2, for P@3 and MAP respectively) of the presented experiments. The results in Figure 1 show the P@3 and MAP values for the proposed SCMSR approach obtained with an optimal parameter setting ( k =5,  =0.8 and  =0.5), the purely user-based CF ( k =5), context pre-filtering ( k =5) and the SVD-based recommendations (70% of the original number of dimensions to retain). As we can see from the results, SCMSR performs as much as 36.8%, 16.4% and 14.5% better than user-based CF, SVD-based and context pre-filtering approaches respectively based on averaging P@3 and MAP. That is, SCMSR outperforms the other classical baseline approaches. As the user-based CF takes no consideration of contextual information, it performs worse than the other two heuristic approaches (i.e., context pre-filtering and SCMSR). Moreover, SCMSR outperforms context pre-filtering due to the former also utilizes mobile social network information. It is also worth noting that the SVD-based recommendation approach performs better than user-based CF, indicating that some model-based approaches may be employed in the further to improve social network-based context-aware mobile recommendations. The parameter  in the SCMSR approach is employed to balance the heuristic contextual ratingbased similarity and the social trust distance. As we can see from Figure 2 , when the  is set to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, the distance fusion-based SCMSR approach significantly outperforms the other two pure heuristic methods in terms of both P@3 and MAP. Almost both evaluation measures reach their highest point when  = 0.6 or 0.8. Larger or smaller  values will hurt the mobile services recommendation accuracy. It is therefore meaningful to incorporate both contextual information and social network data into mobile services recommendations using similarity-based heuristic methods. The reason may lies in SCMSR can reduce the error in searching nearest neighbors as well as alleviate the cold start users problem. It is also worth noting that the pure social trust-based mobile recommendation approach (  =0) perform worse than the pure context-aware mobile recommendation one (  =1). This case of mobile services recommendation shows that contextual information may be more important than social network data in some specific scenarios.
Conclusion and further work
In this paper we described our initial study on mobile services recommendation based on combining context-aware recommender systems and social recommender systems in order to ease the so-called "mobile information overload" problem. Through utilizing both mobile social networks and contextual mobile user preferences data, we proposed a heuristic approach, called SCMSR, to recommend suitable mobile services to different users in different contexts. The experimental results showed that our approach performed better than some classical baseline methods (including user-based CF, SVD, contextual pre-filtering) as well as the pure social trust-based mobile recommendation and the pure multidimensional context-aware mobile recommendation approach. In the further, we will work for studying a unified mathematical model to solve the social-based and context-aware mobile recommendation problem, including searching nearest neighbors in high dimensional contextual recommendation spaces and model-based approaches (such as matrix or tensor factorization models). 
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